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Report Summary 
This report proposes the authorisation of agreements to allow the Council’s 
development partner to fund design costs and bring forward the next stage of 
development involving the commissioning of detailed technical design to the point of 
tendering the works and awarding a construction contract. Completing this detailed 
design work will allow the scheme to be in position to commence construction at the 
earliest possible opportunity.  
 
Recommendations 
 

1. The Council instructs Muse development Ltd to commence detailed technical 
design of the Forge Island Leisure Scheme immediately on the basis that, 
should the Council decide not to progress with the scheme for any reason, 
Muse is indemnified against its abortive costs. 

 
List of Appendices Included 
 
Appendix 1  Equalities Analysis 
Appendix 2 Carbon Assessment 
 
Background Papers 
None 
 
 
Consideration by any other Council Committee, Scrutiny or Advisory Panel 
No 



Council Approval Required 
No 
 
Exempt from the Press and Public 
Yes or No? If yes, use text below. 
 

An exemption is sought for this report under paragraph 3 (Information relating to the 
financial or business affairs of any particular person (including the authority holding 
that information)) of Part I of Schedule 12A of the Local Government Act 1972, as 
this report contains sensitive commercial information with regards to agreements 
between third party private businesses relating to costings and plans. 

 

It is considered that the public interest in maintaining the exemption would outweigh 
the public interest in disclosing the information, as the parties’ commercial interests 
could be prejudiced by disclosure of commercial information.
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1. Background 
  
1.1 The redevelopment of Forge Island continues to progress. Enabling works 

have been completed, and pre-letting agreements have been secured with a 
cinema and a hotel. Marketing to food and beverage (F&B) operators is now 
getting underway. 

  
1.2 Lockdown and COVID restrictions have impacted significantly on the food 

and beverage market over the last 18 months.   As a result, operators have 
not been receptive to entering discussions relating to new acquisitions until 
this point. However, the commercial property specialists advising on the 
scheme are expecting a bounce back in demand as restrictions are lifted and 
operations return to a more normal footing.  

  
 The Council and its development partner, Muse Developments Ltd have 

jointly considered how best to build on the momentum generated by the pre-
letting announcements to the cinema and hotel and position the scheme in 
the best possible place to secure agreements with F&B operators. 
Commissioning detailed technical design and being advanced, to the stage of 
having everything ready to initiate an early start on construction, is 
considered likely to enhance the attractiveness of the scheme to F&B 
operators. 

  
2. Key Issues 
  
2.1 Forge Island is a high-profile scheme and a keystone development 

supporting the vision for a successful, regenerated town centre described in 
the Town Centre Masterplan. Delivery is widely anticipated by a broad range 
of stakeholders and actions to accelerate delivery are likely to be welcomed. 

  
2.2 After exchanging contracts on the hotel, Muse will have spent circa £750,000 

to date on design and legal fees. The total estimated further cost (including a 
contingency allowance) to progress the next stage of detailed technical 
design to the point of tendering the works and awarding a construction 
contract is £1,058,177. 

  
2.3 Muse is seeking agreement from the Council to allow Muse to proceed to 

incur these costs on the basis that, should the Council decide not to progress 
with the scheme for any reason, Muse is indemnified against its abortive 
costs in preparing detailed technical design. 

  
2.4 Muse has stated its commitment to continue to progress the scheme with or 

without an agreement to progress detailed technical design at this stage. 
However, without an agreement this is likely to progress at a slower pace as 
Muse will work to secure occupiers before committing to detailed technical 
design resulting in development stages progressing sequentially.  

  
2.5 An agreement to accelerate detailed design will increase the attractiveness of 

the scheme to occupiers and provides the best opportunity of securing an 
early start on site. There are few schemes for occupiers to consider that are 



so well advanced with anchor pre-lets of an 8-screen cinema and a hotel. 
Further progressing the scheme, to a stage where construction is ready to 
start, will maximise a window of opportunity during which competition from 
other schemes is relatively low, locally and regionally, allowing deals to be 
secured at incentive/rents that are most favourable to the Council. 

  
2.6 Muse has advised that an exchange of letters would provide it with sufficient 

comfort to begin to incur costs. The agreement will include that in the event 
that the indemnity was called upon the full designs, drawings, survey 
information, any intellectual property and the benefits of any warranties would 
be fully transferred to the Council. 

  
3. Options considered and recommended proposal 
  
3.1 The Council instructs Muse to commence detailed technical design 

immediately on the basis that, should the Council decide not to progress with 
the scheme for any reason, Muse is indemnified against its abortive costs. It 
is recommended that the level of indemnity is capped and Muse has stated 
its agreement to accept a cap of £1,058,177. This is the recommended 
proposal. 

  
3.2 The other option considered is to continue with marketing to F&B operators 

but place detailed design on hold until heads of terms are agreed with 
occupiers. For the reasons stated in this report this is considered likely to be 
a longer route to delivering a start on site. This option is not recommended as 
it will delay completion and opening of the scheme and, in the short term, will 
not maximise the opportunity the scheme has to build on the current 
momentum in the market gained through the recent pre-letting 
announcements.  

  
4. Consultation on proposal 
  
4.1 The options and recommended proposal have been discussed and agreed 

with the Leader of the Council and the Cabinet Member for Jobs and the 
Local Economy. 

  
5. Timetable and Accountability for Implementing this Decision 
  
5.1 Negotiation of the agreement with Muse Developments Ltd was delegated by 

Cabinet on 17 December 2018 to the Strategic Director for Regeneration and 
Environment in consultation with the Cabinet Member for Jobs and the Local 
Economy; subject to confirmation by the Strategic Director for Finance and 
Customer Services that the final proposal is affordable within the Budget and 
Financial Strategy. 

  
5.2 Subject to approval of the recommendations in this report detailed technical 

design will start in October 2021. 
  
6. Financial and Procurement Advice and Implications (to be written by 

the relevant Head of Finance and the Head of Procurement  on behalf of 
s151 Officer) 

  



6.1 The delivery of the Masterplan of which the Forge Island development is a 
part is supported by the Council’s approved capital programme, referred to 
as the Town Centre Investment Fund.  

  
6.2 
 
 
 
 
 
6.3 

Only if the costs are abortive would there be a budget impact. An appraisal of 
the costs and savings has been supplied indicating the time saved by 
progressing the relevant surveys and development needed. Bringing forward 
the start date in the current climate of rising construction costs is viewed 
positively.   
 
The arrangement entered into with Muse was as a land transaction, and 
therefore outside the scope of the procurement regime.  As such there are no 
direct procurement implications as a result of the proposals. 

  
7. Legal Advice and Implications (to be written by Legal Officer on behalf 

of Assistant Director Legal Services) 
  
7.1 The Council has taken independent specialist advice on applicable subsidy 

control law and is satisfied that this is a transaction between an enterprise 
and a public authority that is on market terms will not confer a financial 
advantage, and therefore a subsidy, on that enterprise.  This is a domestic 
implementation of the well-known market economy operator principle 
(“MEOP”) from EU law. 

  
8. Human Resources Advice and Implications 
  
8.1 There are no HR implications arising from this report. 
  
9. Implications for Children and Young People and Vulnerable Adults 
  
9.1 There are no direct implications for Children and Young People and 

Vulnerable adults arising from this report. 
  
10. Equalities and Human Rights Advice and Implications 
  
10.1 An Equalities Impact screening has been completed. Accessibility for all 

sections of the community including any specific measures required to reflect 
the needs of groups with protected characteristics will be considered in the 
design process and influence the design output and future operation of the 
scheme. A decision to bring forward the start detailed technical design does 
not have any direct equalities and human rights advice implications  

  
11. Implications for CO2 Emissions and Climate Change 
  
11.1 There is no climate change impact from a decision to bring forward the start 

of detailed technical design. The implications for CO2 emissions and climate 
change resulting from the future use of the site will be considered in the 
design process. A carbon impact assessment has been completed. 

  
12. Implications for Partners 
  
12.1. Other than the Council’s development partner, Muse Developments Ltd there 



are no direct implications for partners. However, as referenced in this report 
the delivery of the Forge Island scheme is widely seen as an important 
catalyst in regenerating Rotherham town centre and actions to accelerate 
delivery are likely to be welcomed by partners. 

  
13. Risks and Mitigation 
  
13.1 The main risk identified is that detailed design is commenced, and 

indemnifiable costs incurred, but the Council’s development partner is unable 
to complete the detailed design stage resulting in the Council having an 
obligation to pay costs for partially completed designs. This is considered a 
low risk and mitigated by Muse being a financially sound and experienced 
developer with extensive knowledge of the site and a professional and 
experienced multi-disciplinary design team already engaged on delivering the 
scheme.  

  
13.2 The Council’s development partner maintains detailed risk registers relating 

to the development and delivery of the scheme. 
  
14. Accountable Officers 
 Tim O’Connell, Head of RiDO 
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